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Placing thin films onto the device



Placing Thin Films onto a Substrate Surface

Madou, Fundamentals of Microfabrication, p. 141

Questions, questions, questions …..
• is the thin film a compound or single element?
• is its structure critical?
• does it have to be ‘epitaxial’: have a unique relationship to the substrate?
• what is the source of the material (liquid, solid, gas)
• what is the best way of transporting the material from source to substrate?



Our Focus….

Questions, questions, questions …..
• is the thin film a compound or single element?
• is its structure critical?
• does it have to be ‘epitaxial’: have a unique relationship to the substrate?

not epitaxial….but we will look at Molecular Beam Epitaxy
• what is the source of the material (liquid, solid, gas)

we will start with solid sources
• what is the best way of transporting the material from source to substrate?

we will transport the material through gas phase

Physical Vapor Deposition  
(as opposed to Chemical Vapor Deposition)

1.

 

gas-phase transport: what is important here?
2.

 

How do we take a solid source and transform it into vapor phase?
a.

 

(does how we do this make any difference to the final film?)
3.

 

How does the thin film interact with the substrate?
a.

 

How do macroscopic controls influence the microstructure of the thin 
film?



1.

 

Atoms from vapor impinge on substrate and ‘bounce off’
2.

 

Atoms from vapor ‘physisorb’ onto substrate, with some surface 
mobility

3.

 

Nucleation: clusters of atoms form, but island size may be 
unstable



1.

 

Clusters of atoms nucleate to form islands
2.

 

Some islands are ‘unstable’. Stable islands increase in size.
3.

 

Growing islands meet at grain boundaries.
4.

 

Is this film structure stable? What happens if you put additional 
energy into the film?

=









Thermal Evaporation System







•Deduce thickness from change of mass (= ρ

 

x d)
•Deduce change of mass from change of frequency



Finding a more efficient deposition process that will preserve stoichiometry
in multi-component films



Electron-beam deposition: localized melting

By-product: production of X-rays
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X-ray emission

X-ray sources can be formed
from electron beam irradiation
of metals

Typical X-rays:
Cu, 1.5 angstrom wavelength, 8 KeV
Al, 8.3 angstrom, 1.5 keV
Range of x-rays in material is several microns



Problems of stoichiometry: dramatically different vapor pressures
at a given temperature



Depositing Compound, Alloy Materials

A lower-temperature deposition process that
can preserve stoichiometry

 

(of the target material):
SPUTTER DEPOSITION ---



What Can an Ion Do to a Substrate?











1.

 

Clusters of atoms nucleate to form islands
2.

 

Some islands are ‘unstable’. Stable islands increase in size.
3.

 

Growing islands meet at grain boundaries.
4.

 

Is this film structure stable? What happens if you put additional 
energy into the film?

=



Zone 1: amorphous, porous

T: smaller grains

Zone 2: larger grain size, columnar

Zone 3: large 3D grains



Effect of deposition conditions on film structure

From Microelectronic Materials,
CRM Grovenor





Four-point Probe
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